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ED IT O RI AL DE PAR T M EN T NO T E
Ma ny exe cu tives do not u ndersta nd th e rea l pu rpose of a cost a ccou nting
progra m. T hey m a y ta k e its necessity for gra nted. It tel ls th em ho w t o set
selling prices or its figures may be conveniently perverted so a s to indica te
wisdom in a policy of accepting lower sales prices. They know that in a
rou nda bout, mysterious way it provides current sta tements of profit and loss.
Profit and loss statements a re not readily transla ted into terms of preventa ble wa ste. A good cost system provides the tra nsla tion. In this respect
it is an instru ment for control of cost and might better be termed a cost
"controlling" system; although, being only an instru ment, it requ ires a
directing intelligence to a chieve resu lts.
The a vera ge cost accou nta nt does little, beyond prepa ring a nd interpreting
the rou tine cost da ta , which helps the execu tive to this better u ndersta nding
of the c ost prog ra m. In ra rer insta nces the cost a ccountant possesses such
qualities of vision a nd energy tha t the entire orga niza tion is gu ided by the
figures which he produces and is influenced by the conclusions which he
reaches.
T he first paper in this issue of our Bulletin describes the development
o f a prog ra m for cost and qu ality control in the mending depa rtment of a
la rge ho siery m ill wher e a cost a ccou n ta nt of the la tter type instiga ted and
directed the work .
Dwight M. Allgood, the author of this paper, served two years in the
U. S. Navy following his graduation from the U. S. Naval Aca demy in
1925. Upon lea ving th e Na va l Service he spe nt two ye a rs with th e L u dl ow
Ma nu fa ctu ring Associa tes a t their Lu dlow, Ma ssa chu setts, plant a fter which
he joined the engineering staff of Scovell, Wellington & Company. H e h a s
carried out constructive work in a number of plants in New England and
wa s closely associated with the development described in his paper. H e is
a me mber of the Bost on C ha pt er.
T he second pa per in this issu e of ou r Bu lletin describes the factory payroll budget of the National Cash Register Company of Dayton, Ohio. T he
methods used in arriving at the budgeted payroll should be ra ther readily
applied in almost a ny type of business. T he p la n is based on the esta blishment of sa les and production budgets and productive labor standa rds. T h e
bu dgeted pa yroll is distribu ted by depa rtments a nd by divisions.
R. F . Whisler, the author of t he second paper, is head of the Sta nda rds
Department of the National Cash Register Company and President of the
Dayton Cha pter, National Association of Cost Accounta nts.
Lea ving the Ohio Sta te University du ri n g t he t h ir d y ea r o f a n engineering course to join the U. S. Army, he wa s shortly sent to Fra nce. Aft e r
an inju ry he was assigned to engineering work at various French arsena ls
su pplying America n forces. Retu rning to civilia n life, additional experience
wa s ga thered in engineering, tool design a nd time study fields. As head of
the Sta nda rds Depa rt ment of the Na tiona l Ca sh Register Compa ny, he is in
charge of all wa ge incentive and budget applications at one of the most
progressive compa nies in this country.
Besides being a member of the Na tiona l Associa tion of Cost Accou nta nts,
he b elo ngs to th e D a yt on Eng ine ers Clu b a n d D a yt on For ema n's Club, and
is a lso a ct ive in Boy Scou t work .
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A COST AC CO UN T A NT RE D UC E S COST AND
I M P RO V E S QUA LI T Y IN A HOSIERY MILL
By Dwight M. Allgood
Scovell, Wellington & Company, Boston, Mass.
NACA Hosiery Mills, which began operating shortly after
TtheHE close
of the Civil War, is one of those old conservative companies which had been successful from its earliest days. The
owners realized that much of their past success had been due to
a favorable market and in 1928 when confronted by new competitive conditions recognized the need of a closer application to selling and to production problems, more accurate knowledge of
costs, and more definite control over all activities of the business.
They appreciated that managerial ability and skill was to be required in increasing measure, to replace the vanishing fortuitous
market circumstances.
Following the advent of a new and capable general manager,
changes and additions were made in the plant and its equipment
to provide for the production of new styles and the added volume
required to meet customer demands. With the assistance of a
firm of consulting engineers, a plan of standard costs was introduced with the primary object of securing accurate cost information concerning the operations of each department. In order that
the recommendations of the consultants might be properly established and carried out, the management employed the services of
a capable cost accountant who also had had a good background of
engineering experience.
In addition to the daily or weekly labor and material cost reports provided by the new cost system, operating statements were
provided for the department heads at the end of each four -week
period. For each productive and service center, these statements
showed a comparison of each element of expense with the corresponding budgeted figure, adjusted for current production, and
the amount of unabsorbed or overabsorbed burden in each department.
Under the plan developed by the consultants, the duties of the
cost accountant included the operation of the cost accounting program, its continuous refinement, and the preparation of routine
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reports and statements; it was his further duty to present to the
general manager a clear interpretation of facts disclosed by the
cost data.
Conditions in the Mending Department
Center ¢4, the full- fashioned grey goods mending department,
was from the start an outstanding problem. It formed the neck
of the bottle in the manufacturing sequence to which the attention
of the management was everlastingly focused because there volume
of output could surely and quickly become seriously obstructed.
Furthermore, volume fluctuations in this department were definitely associated with the all- important factor of quality.
Under the new system both the elements of volume and of
quality were closely controlled by routine cost reports. A report
of production from this department was prepared daily so that
failure to maintain production requirements could be detected.
This report of mending output served as a convenient index of the
quality trend of preceding operations since a greater amount of
labor was required for mending a unit of poor quality than for one
of relatively better quality. In addition to these daily reports
which the cost accountant presented to the general manager, there
was the periodical operating statement, already described, and a
report of losses due to the production of second quality goods.
From their inception these controls revealed the existence of
serious variations from cost standards in this center. Variations
in labor and in burden were not consistent when compared with
similar figures for various accounting periods of like production
conditions. Furthermore the volume of work -in- process was regularly equal to more than four days' production and fluctuated
widely from day to day. Second quality production was responsible for excessive losses. Beyond this, delayed shipments and
customer complaints were frequently traced to stagnant production in this department.
It soon became evident to the cost accountant that this state of
affairs must be corrected and, with the approval of the general
manager, he undertook a thorough investigation of the department. There followed a series of discussions between the cost
accountant and the plant officials, whose cooperation was essential
to any constructive accomplishment. Their efforts were enlisted
834
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towards making a complete investigation of each operation and
the manufacturing routine of the department. Thus launched,
the investigation gathered momentum quickly.
The cost accountant directed the investigation with the object
of completing an analysis of each phase of the operation of the
department and recorded his findings as follows:
Physical Facilities and Working Conditions
The department occupied a pleasant, well ventilated and quiet
space on the first floor of the plant. Natural light was adequate
for nearly all of the 5o operatives but a few who worked in the
center of the department required continuous artificial light. The
employees were considerably hampered for lack of sufficient space
for the free use of facilities which otherwise appeared to be entirely satisfactory for their purpose.
Manufacturing Routine
All stockings passed through the department in one -dozen units.
Goods were received through gravity chutes, separated by styles
and then issued to each of 3o mending operatives who examined
each stocking and mended all defects. This distribution involved
an excess of handling labor as frequently each of the 3o received
no more than one dozen stockings at a time. Each mending operative was provided with a receptacle for work unfinished and another for completed work. The latter were periodically emptied
and the goods passed to an inspection bench. There was a tendency on the part of the supervisor to save handling labor by
allowing a large amount of completed mending to accumulate at
each station, which resulted in a fluctuating and excessive volume
of work -in- process.
A group of 2 0 inspectors examined all stockings after the completion of the mending process. Stockings which contained defects overlooked during the mending operation and those which
contained improperly mended defects were supposedly returned
for correction. It was found, however, that only a negligible
quantity of work was returned for such correction and it soon
became evident that the inspectors were permitting the mending
work in the department to proceed at an unsatisfactory quality
level. A group of five final inspectors inspected a small percent 835
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age of the output of the room for evidence of laxity on the part
of the regular inspectors. Here again, although quality was actually unsatisfactory, evidence of such laxity was rarely detected.
Obviously, much of the additional mending required after the
finishing operations was due to the fact that small defects overlooked by the original menders became enlarged during the finishing process. Ten to 1 5 operatives were regularly employed at this
finished mending, much of which could have been avoided by
proper initial mending.
The study of the manufacturing routine uncovered another
serious fault. Receptacles for incoming work were responsible
for stagnant inventory because goods were added to and used
from the top. Goods in the bottom of the pile frequently stayed
there. This appeared to be the cause of the not infrequent occasions for delayed shipments.
Personnel and Wage Payment
Comparing the output of several mending operatives working on
the same style of hosiery, the cost accountant was led to suspect
that the skill of different individuals varied widely, but on another
style, less pronounced variations in skill were disclosed. The frequency of defects requiring mending was known to be high in the
first style, low in the second; the fact remained however that the
average output of all operatives on the better quality style was
no greater than for the other. Obviously there was a tendency for
the group to restrict its output when working on styles of good
quality.
The straight - piece -work plan of wage payment that was in use
provided the financial incentive for maximum output from mending operatives but the piece rates did not compensate for the varying quality conditions of the several styles of hosiery, as they
had been established on the basis of an average number of defects
per dozen. Since these rates did not compensate the worker fairly
for mending a greater or fewer number of defects in any dozen
of hosiery, they invited restriction of effort on easy work. On
more difficult work, having a relatively large number of defects to
mend, the tendency of the worker was to expend as little effort
as she could without endangering her job. Whereas the operatives
restricted their output on easy work in order to protect the piece
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rates, they sacrificed quality to obtain increased production and
earnings on difficult work. A great deal of second quality production could be traced to this cause since unmended minor defects
were greatly enlarged in the finishing process and became seconds
due to the practical difficulty of mending hosiery in its finished
state.
The pay level of inspectors in the department was substantially
lower than the average earnings of mending operatives on piece
work. Many inspectors in fact were not qualified by experience
to mend, and therefore were not altogether competent to pass
judgment on the work mended.
Quality
It became evident that the quality factor required study, as
it seemed to bear on every phase of the investigation of the mending problem. Of first importance was the determination of the
number of defects existing in the various styles of hosiery processed.
On each style a test was made of ten dozens selected at random
from current production. A group of competent inspectors was
assigned to examine these test lots before the mending operation
and to record both the exact number of defects found, and the
previous manufacturing operation to which these defects were
chargeable. The facts disclosed for one style appear in the
following tabulation:
Quality Test

Style 308
Defects Found — (Minor faults included)
Dozen number

Operation
Responsible
Legging . . . . . .

1

2

10

Transferring ..

3

4

5

6

7

24

6

13

6

5

2

1

4

Footing . . . . . . .

4

9

Looping . . . . .

1

3

Seaming ......

12

Total Defects.. 27

16

1

1

3

12

9

9

2

7

3

17

43

24

4T

837

12

Total
10 Defects

9

9

4

1

4

68

2

9

2

25

17

1

2

1

7

11

56

3

6

3

51

31 I `0

16

238

1
7
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The extreme variations shown in this illustration were paralleled
in tests on other styles. Duplicate tests were made in several instances, including the one tabulated above, for which the average
of defects per dozen is seen to be 23.8. A similar test on this
style made one week later under identical circumstances disclosed
an average of only 9 defects per dozen, an improvement which
could not be readily explained.
These tests raised three important questions: Was the mending piece -rate plan equitable in view of extreme variations in
the average quality of random dozens? Did not the extremes in
the number of defects attributed to manufacturing operations, as
shown in the tabulation, suggest the possibility of negligence by
certain operatives in the manufacturing departments? Should not
a routine procedure be established for exposing the quality conditions for every dozen of hosiery mended?
Job Analysis
As a first step to improve the situation, a complete job analysis
was made of each operation performed in the department. The
operation of mending was reduced to its elements which were
found to be as follows:
(a ) Pick up and untie dozen.
(b) Examine first stocking for defects.
(c) Mend defects:
(repeat (b) and (c) for 23 stockings.)
(d) Tie up dozen.
(e) Sign name to tag and place dozen in container.
The time required for performing each of these elements was
determined by time study. Observations of the work of numerous mending operatives were made and covered a large number
of styles. A summary of all of these time studies proved:
That like elements of the operation, except the mending of defects, were subject to the same standards for all styles within any
class of hosiery.
That the unit time taken for the mending of each defect varied
widely with its nature but for any single kind of defect the unit
time allowances were similar.
That for certain dozens the operative spent approximately two thirds of her entire time in the mending of defects; for other
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dozens she spent a negligible portion of her time in mending defects, and the remainder in searching for them.
That since the previous analysis of quality showed extreme
variations in the number of defects in different dozens, the mending of which required from two - thirds to a negligible minimum
of each mending operative's time, it was apparent that any fixed
piece rate must be inequitable.
Following this job analysis, time standards for the fixed elements of the mending operation were prepared for each distinct
type of hosiery. The only variable element, that of mending defects, was further analyzed and reduced to time standards covering the mending of various kinds of defects for each distinct type
of hosiery. While no practical use could be made of the long
series of studies that had been made covering the mending of various kinds of defects, it was possible to determine a standard time
for a so- called "average" defect. As a hatter of inter est, this
average defect was considered to be the ordinary drop- stitch which
had run for approximately five courses. Mending employees readily
agreed that this standard time allowance for the mending of defects would work no injustice.
The resulting composite standard consisted of a time allowance
for fixed elements of the mending operation, plus an additional
average time allowance for the mending of each defect. In order
to draw certain comparisons from these time allowances, new rates
were determined which if put into effect would permit earnings
equivalent to those previously enjoyed by the group. These rates
were then applied to the same lot of hosiery, style 308, tested in
the previous investigation of quality. The equivalent money value
of the new standards compared with the existing piece rates per
dozen is shown in the following tabulation:
Comparison of New Standards with Old Piece Rates
Dozen Number

L

1

2

3

4

Total Defects

27

16

43

24

12

7

31

20

16

Ne w St andard

50.083

0.078

0.092

0.082

0.076

0.074

0.086

0.080

0.078

Old Pier

=0.100

0.100

0.100

0.100

0.100

0.100

0.100

0.100

0.100

Rate

5

.100

6

7

8

9

10

In order to make use of the new standards for wage payments
it was necessary to devise some practical means of determining
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OPERATIO N'

DE F E CTIV E
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N AME
LEGGING

FOOTING

LOOPING

SEAMING

MENDING

INSPECTOR'S NAME

FORM 1
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the exact number of defects in each dozen processed, and to
classify all of these defects according to manufacturing operations
and by individual operatives to whom they were chargeable.
The tag shown as Form i was designed to facilitate the accumulation of this information. One of these tags was attached to each
dozen of hosiery upon completion of the legging operation. The
stub of the tag carried information as to style, line, size, and date
and also provided for a record of the mender, the inspector, and
the quantity. It remained with the dozen throughout the manufacturing and finishing processes. The body of the tag, conveniently termed the "Quality Tag," bore, in addition to the style
number and quantity, a space for the signature of each employee
who performed an operation on the dozen. The mender recorded
opposite the signature of each manufacturing operative the number of defects for which that operative was responsible. She
then added her own signature and passed the dozen to an inspector
who examined each stocking and recorded opposite the mender's
name all instances of poor mending or neglected defects. After
signing her own name the inspector detached the quality tag and
delivered it to the supervisor, who accumulated each day's tags and
submitted them to the cost department the following morning.
In the cost department the information carried on the tags was
recapitulated in four different ways as follows:
Quality Tabulation Sheet
Form 2 was designed for a daily recapitulation of the defects
charged to various employees in manufacturing operations. A
separate sheet was used for each operation and for each machine
group, listing on the sheets the names of all employees engaged in
that process. The tags were sorted by machine groups, indicated
by the style, and a clerk went through each day's tags and recorded
opposite the name of each employee the number of defects in each
dozen charged to him by the mending operatives. The figures in
each entry opposite each employee's name indicated the number of
defects charged and each entry indicated one dozen stockings. The
cross total of the figures entered opposite an employee's name
divided by the total number of entries gave the average number of
defects per dozen chargeable to that employee. These averages
were summarized weekly so as to indicate the relative quality of
841
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work performed by employees engaged in the various manufacturing processes, and were of great value to supervisors in controlling the quality of work performed in their departments.
This form was also used to determine the average number of
defects per dozen charged by individual menders to all manufacturing operations collectively. For this purpose the quality tags
QUALITY TABULATION SHEET
DAY_
DATE

FORm

2

842
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were re- sorted by menders and by machine groups, and the total
defects charged to all manufacturing operations on each quality
tag was entered on the form opposite the proper mender's name.
Separate tabulations were made for the various machine classifications, showing daily for each mender the total number of
dozens mended, the total of defects charged to all manufacturing
operations, and the average defects reported per dozen.
The total dozens and the total defects from which the average
was determined could readily be utilized for payroll purposes if
the composite standards were applied for wage payment; the average was summarized weekly and became the basis for the second
control which is described in the following paragraph.
Mending Control
The average number of defects per dozen charged by individual
mending operatives to prior operations was recorded on the recapitulation sheet shown as Form 3. Reading across any horizontal line it was possible to detect any mending operative who
habitually neglected to report defects or who was unable to find
them. All entries on any horizontal line represented averages
over a large number of dozens and extreme variations should not
have occurred.
Mending Quality Control
As stated previously, the inspector recorded opposite each mender's name on the quality tag the number of imperfect mends and
neglected defects which she observed during her examination.
By re- sorting the tags by machine groups and by menders, totals
were tabulated on Form a for the various types of hosiery and
for each mending operative. Weekly averages of such faults (per
dozen) were determined in the manner described for the use of
this form. When recorded on Form 3 for convenient comparison,
these individual averages provided a direct control over the performance of mending employees. This procedure proved, as
already suspected, that the range of skill among individuals was
very wide.
Inspection Control
Little doubt existed as to the incompetency of certain members
of the inspecting force. The frequency with which they reported
843
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instances of imperfect mending or neglected defects in the work
of mending operatives was considered to be an accurate index of
their relative ability. Accordingly, another tabulation was made
FULLFASHIONEDINSPECTIONCONTROL
DEFECTS CHARGED PER DOZEN
Week E nding

FoRm 3
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on Form 2 of the total imperfect mends or neglected defects reported by each inspector and the average number of such faults
reported per dozen was determined for individual inspectors. The
averages of individual inspectors when recapitulated on Form 3
conclusively identified several cases of negligence and incompetency. As a general rule inspectors found approximately four
defects in each dozen of mended work, but several individuals were
able to maintain an average of less than one fault in a dozen.
These four controls were operated in the cost department
for a trial period of four weeks. They placed in the hands of the
cost accountant what appeared to be a ponderous amount of statistical information, interesting but of unknown value.
On further examination lie realized that while these statistics
had been accumulated to determine the conditions of quality existing in the mending department, their practical significance
transcended this original purpose. These four controls provided
a routine determination of the quality of work produced by every
employee of the plant excepting those in the finishing departments.
Taking stock of his findings so far, the cost accountant concluded that
( i ) Working space in the mending department was inadequate
For the large number of employees required.
( 2 ) The manufacturing routine was faulty from the time goods
were received in the mending department until they left the department. Goods -in- process were not turned over from day to day
and consequently accumulated between mending, inspecting and
reinspecting operations. Failure to supervise and to verify the
work of the inspecting personnel nullified to a considerable extent
the effectiveness of inspection and accordingly the quality of mending.
(3) The skill of individual employees varied too widely to
make possible uniformly good mending. Furthermore, there existed no means by which the performance of individuals could be
observed and regulated. Nor could conditions improve as long
as employees were compensated for their work through the medium
of a piece -rate plan which discouraged responsible performance
and seriously affected morale. A further demoralizing influence
was the fact that inspectors were chosen not on account of superior
talent but for their availability at low wages.
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(4) Tests of the quality of work entering the mending department had revealed the same unregulated performance on the part
of employees in knitting, looping and seaming departments, as
existed among mending employees.
(5) Job analysis, and the development of composite standards
for the operation of mending, had opened an avenue of possible
improvement in connection with wage payment. If used for wage
payment these standards would reward the employee not for her
units of output but for the effort actually expended in examining
and in mending. On this basis, she could earn more for producing
a dozen of poor quality than for one of relatively good quality
even though the two dozens were of the same style.
(6) A plan devised to facilitate the continuous determination of
quality statistics had proved workable. The plan made available
all information necessary for the operation of the composite standards, which could be readily converted into wage standards, and
it also provided continuous information on the quality of output
for employees of manufacturing departments.
Introduction of Wage Plan
The wage problem being of first importance, the cost accountant
suggested to the general manager that rates based on the composite
standards be established for this purpose. Accordingly all existing
piece rates were cancelled and the new standards, converted into
prices per dozen produced and per i,000 defects mended, were put
into effect.
Provisions were made to overcome self - evident obstacles, the
most important of which was the opportunity given the mending
operative to practice dishonesty in reporting the number of defects
which she was required to mend. A deterrent was her knowledge
that although each defect recorded was to her own credit, it reflected against some preceding employee. Perhaps a more powerful influence was the functioning of the "Mending Control," previously described, which made possible the detection of any dishonesty.
Irrespective of the accuracy of the new standards and the willingness of mending operatives to have them substituted for the old
piece rates, the change caused an immediate upheaval. From the
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first day of operation under the new wage plan production fell off
sharply and continued this trend until at the end of one week output had dropped to half of normal. Whatever its cause, if the condition continued it would have been necessary to curtail production
of the plant, and this in the face of a necessity for an expansion of
its operating schedule.
No specific reason for the difficulty could be determined. The
trouble could not be traced to individuals in the department as the
output of all employees had been affected equally. Dissatisfaction
with the standards had played no part in the loss of production; in
fact employees on the whole had not undertaken to compute their
earnings and no wages had yet been paid on the new basis. The
average quality of work before mending, determined from the
"Quality Tabulation Sheets," was comparable with averages for
normal weeks. Yet each mending operative produced scarcely half
of her normal of previous weeks when the same plan, now being
used for wage payment, was operated for statistical purposes only!
It was apparent that the new plan brought about a more painstaking examination and mending, for the employees realized that
defects which they did not find would be discovered and recorded
against them during the inspecting process. To restore normal
production, operatives had to be freed from these tendencies toward excessive caution. Real improvement, however, could be
made only through improving the quality of hosiery entering the
department.
Turning to the "Quality Tabulation Sheets" now available for
several preceding weeks, the cost accountant drew off comparative
averages of the quality of work produced by each employee of all
preceding departments. These averages when grouped according
to the operation performed, and again by styles of hosiery, ranged
between extremes of 2 to 1 2 defects per dozen for individual employees, a condition due in large measure to deliberate carelessness
which was encouraged by poor control of performance.
With the assistance of the operating personnel, standards of
quality were selected from these averages for each manufacturing
department and for each style which while liberal called for vastly
improved quality. Whereas an average of eight defects per dozen
was observed in previous practice, the selected standard allowed
only three defects per dozen, which had been consistently met by
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at least one -fourth of the employees. When these standards were
actually in effect and employees in manufacturing departments
recognized the fact that they were expected to meet them, immediate improvement became evident in the mending department, and
the decline in output was promptly checked.
Educational work carried on among mending operatives had
been responsible for a recovery in morale there, and subsidized
weekly earnings during the readjustment had regained the confidence of all employees. Each operative, although still encouraged
to continue her diligence in reporting of defects, gradually lost
her timidity in classifying them and noticeably increased her output. The operation of the composite mending standards was
explained to her and she was urged to compute her own earnings
so as to convince herself that regardless of quality or style her
earnings were stabilized.
These tactics effected a gradual return toward normal mending
volume but the responsiveness of employees engaged in preliminary operations to the newly established quality standards was
by no means gratifying. Knowing that the rate of mending production increase was largely dependent upon quality improvement,
the cost accountant sought a more positive means of expediting
such improvement. The urgency of such action became more apparent when, without a corresponding drop in their output, mending operatives began reporting more and more defects; either basic
quality was growing worse or these workers had been educated to
recognize the profitableness of reporting the maximum number of
defects.
Quality Bonus
The cost accountant obtained the approval of the management
for the tentative use of an incentive plan which would reward the
knitters, loopers and seamers with a bonus for equalling the specified standards of quality and withhold payment for all defective
work in excess of these standard allowances. In each case the number of defects charged to the employee by the mending operative
determined the amount of bonus or loss. It was argued that this
program would reward deserving employees with increased earnings for no greater effort than previously expended while reducing
total manufacturing cost through reduction of seconds.
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The response to this incentive was immediate and effective.
Mending production volume rebounded to its normal level and
beyond; the improvement of quality was felt in finishing departments where the quantity of seconds was reduced by more than
one- third, with a corresponding curtailment of finished mending
activity.
In a general sense the composite mending standards and the
related program of quality control was now in satisfactory operation. Numerous difficiilties, each requiring a peculiar treatment,
arose from day to day. The most troublesome problem developed
from the reluctance of several of the mending operatives to charge
defects when such charge represented a financial loss to another employee. These workers had learned that their own earnings would
remain the same whether or not every defect was mended and reported. The temptation to be lenient in carrying out this duty was
so natural an impulse as to require a more powerful regulating influence. The program of quality control again proved its utility
by providing the basis on which such a plan, or influence, could
be developed.
The "Mending Quality Control," described in a preceding page,
recorded for each mending operative the average number of faulty
mends or neglected defects charged to her by the inspector. The
bulk of such charges were neglected defects or, in other words,
defects not charged to employees of manufacturing departments.
Accordingly, the decision was made to withhold payment whenever an allowed percentage was exceeded. Further improvements
in quality, measured by reductions in seconds losses, were noted
soon after this change became operative.
Improvement of Inspection Routine
The cost accountant next devoted his efforts to a correction of
several other faults which had been brought to light during the
investigation. First in magnitude was the problem of increasing
the effectiveness of inspection. The "Inspection Control' served
as a medium through which a solution could be reached. This
report, as already stated, compared the relative effectiveness of
the several inspectors in reporting mending faults on each class of
hosiery. Long time averages of this nature were conservative
indices and sufficiently accurate for the formulation of a schedule
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of ratings for inspectors. Through the use of these schedules from
week to week the supervisor soon obtained a fairly uniform degree
of cooperation from each inspector.
With adequate control established over inspection, the question
then arose as to whether or not it would be possible to curtail this
operation by inspecting not the whole but a fraction of all work
mended. In theory this sort of change would entail no sacrifice of
quality because the work to be inspected would be selected at random from each mending operative at irregular intervals. Would
not controlled inspection of the part be equal in effectiveness to
uncontrolled inspection of the whole?
The supervisor agreed that it was worth while to make the experiment and five competent inspectors, guided by the routine
"Inspection Control" and by the "Mending Quality Control," were
able to produce a result equivalent to that of 2 5 inspectors previously functioning without these aids.
The remaining departmental troubles were corrected with little
effort. The elimination of 2 0 inspectors made adequate working
facilities available for those remaining. The manufacturing routine
was modified so that incoming work could be routed to individual
mending operatives in the most convenient manner. With the
operation of composite standards, which stabilized earnings between different styles, the change worked no injustice to menders.
Out of an attempt to accumulate statistics on quality conditions,
the cost accountant had evolved a comprehensive plan of wage payment and an equally comprehensive program of quality control.
Significant points in this evolution are portrayed graphically in
the accompanying exhibit, (Form 4), which depicts the average
quality condition, expressed as defects per dozen, throughout the
development period.
The General Manager was mildly interested in the investigation
during its early stages; he was its closest observer at the end. He
therefore was not suprised to receive the following report from his
cost accountant:
"As a result of our investigation of the excessive labor and
burden variances which have been experienced in Center 44, the
Mending Department, it has been found possible to develop and
install a plan of wage payment and quality control with the
following results:
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i. Direct labor savings at the rate of $15, 000 per year due to the
elimination of 2 0 inspectors.
2. Direct labor savings at the rate of $10,00o
per year due to
the use of composite standards for wage payment which have
reduced mending costs but have not impaired operatives'
earnings.
3. Savings at the rate of $20, 000 per year due to the reduction
of seconds by improvement of initial quality of production.
4. Direct labor savings at the rate of $4,000 per year due to the
elimination of practically all finished mending.
5. Improvement of the department's routine resulting in reduced
processing time, increased inventory turnover, prompter shipments and elimination of customers' complaints."
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FACTORY PAY RO LL BUDGET O F T H E NATIO NAL
CASH REG ISTER CO.
By R. F. Whisler, National Cash Register Company,
Dayton, Ohio
in 1930 the controller's division of the National Cash
EARLY
Register Company, at Dayton, Ohio, set about the task of designing a payroll budget for the manufacturing division. A study
of N. A. C. A. literature on budgets told us that a budget plan
should be simple to compile, flexible in operation and sensitive to
changes in those elements of which it is constituted. It should not
only be simple to compute but simple in its structure in order to be
readily understood and interpreted by those to whom it is most
important, the factory executives. To be comprehensive, the budget
should start with the sales quota (budget) based upon the selling
price, deductions made for profit, sales and administrative expenses,
factory burden, material, etc., until finally the amount is found
which should be the labor cost. This cost should be distributed to
each department in proportion to the amount of work performed
on each register. The overhead labor should be an amount in each
department suitable to its required organization and activities.
These two elements, direct and indirect labor, constitute the department payroll budget. The plan could be further elaborated upon
to include miscellaneous materials, maintenance costs, etc., but
the object of this article is to describe what we found to be a practicable plan, approaching, if not realizing all the above desirable
conditions in a budget to control factory payroll.
Before we go further, let me give you a hasty sketch of the
picture before us in the matter of detail and ramifications in the
product and its manufacture. In so doing we believe you will more
readily understand why all the usual practices of budgeting are
not followed and why we had to devise a means of tying up volume
of production and volume of payroll.
At this time we have in active manufacture more than 70,000
stock items, not including those made at irregular intervals for
service parts on old models. There is an average of 11 operations
on each part. Only 5% of all these parts are made in considerable
volume —the remaining 95% being made in comparatively small
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quantities. It can be said that our product is custom built, as it
necessarily must be made to suit the practices and systems of each
business or department of a business wherein it is sold. There are
nearly i,000 models, any one of which can be built in many modifications of mechanical construction and functions. These figures
cover the Company's entire line of cash registers and accounting
machines. The foregoing "long line," as we know it, is divided into
15 classes or different mechanical types of machines. Each of
these classes has a wide field of application, thus causing the multiplicity of models.
For the same reasons that we have fitted a standard cost system
to our conditions and problems of endless detail, we have designed
a payroll budget for the factory which avoids detail in its computation. Picture for yourself what it would mean to take each one
of the 20,000 production orders going through the factory each
month and compute for each one of 5o departments its part of
the cost to make these parts.
Our solution of the original problem, of developing a budget that
would really tell us something and that is inexpensive to operate,
is as follows:
Each factory department is classified under one of two
headings:
a. Direct expense department whose payroll is governed by
the volume of production flowing through the plant.
b. Indirect expense department whose payroll is stable to
some degree and is governed by management policies or
by service necessary to production departments.
2. The weekly payroll for each indirect expense department
(i -b) soon became known as the "fixed" or appropriation
budget, as it is set at the beginning of each month for each
department. A study of past records and activities and consideration of anticipated work in the department for the
ensuing month determines its payroll budget. The influence
of production volume as well as other factors enter into
fixing this weekly payroll budget.
3. Direct expense departments ( t -a) have the amount of their
payroll budget fixed by the production schedule for the
month. The production is expressed in factory points and
I.
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each department has a predetermined allowance in money
per factory point.
4. A factory point is an arbitrary unit of direct labor. Each
of the 15 general classes of machines has, in our standard
cost system, an index machine. This is a representative size
and model of each class. The direct labor and material cost
for each of the index machines is carefully worked out in
our standard cost system and current costs are kept on them.
The numerical value of direct labor in dollars for each index
machine has been taken as the point value of that class of
machine.
For example, if the Class ioo index machine has a current
direct labor cost of $75.50 then it would be known to have
a factory point value of 75.5 points. Each class of machine
has its respective point value.
5. At the first of each month a daily production quota for the
factory is worked out by a committee including the vice
president in charge of manufacturing, superintendent of
production, a sales executive, head of production control
division, supervisor of production, manager of consignment
division and, at times, certain of the production foremen
directly affected by some unusual change in plans. This
committee studies sales records for the past several months,
and they consider the season of the year and its usual trend
together with prevailing business conditions. Reports showing the machines in company warehouses and the number on
consignment in the company owned agencies are reviewed.
All of these facts are weighed and are the basis of the committee's decision in determining the daily production quota
for the ensuing month. At times under very unusual conditions (unforeseen) the production quota is changed during the month. This practice has held for years and thus
we have excellent records to use. Our graphs show that
these production quotas follow sales volume closely, month
after month.
6. Our next step is the fixing of a standard or budget cost per
factory point. The total production in number of machines
for the first six months of the year was listed under each of
the 15 major classes described above. Then the point value
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of each class was multiplied by the total number of machines
produced of that class for six months. Thus, if i,000 of the
Class
machines were produced with a point value of 75.5
points each, we said 75,50 0 points were produced in six
months. This same procedure for each class showed us the
total factory points produced in six months. Then we divided the total factory payroll (except those departments
known as indirect expense departments, including the general factory supervision account) by the total factory points,
which gave us a factory cost per point. This included all
forms of indirect labor in the direct or production department.
7. Now we want to know what portion of this factory cost per
point should be allowed each of the 5o or so departments.
Assuming, for example, that the cost per factory point figured out to be $5.50, the major executives agreed that our
budget for the last six months of the year should be such
that we obtain a decrease of approximately io7o in factory
labor costs. Thus we set up $5 as our budgeted cost per factory point. This was distributed among the 5o departments
on the basis of the percentage of total factory payroll
charged to each department. Thus, while the average is
per point, some production departments had a budget of 2¢
per point while an assembling department would have 2o¢
per point.
8. The department budget for each month can now be found
by the foreman when he receives his production quota sheet
on the first of the month. This shows the daily schedule for
each class of machine and its total point value per machine.
The footings show the total factory points to be produced
daily for all classes. The schedule also shows the number
of working days for the month. For example: the November schedule called for an output of 1 0 machines daily of the
Class ioo type, each having a point value of 75.5 or a daily
point total of 755 points, and for the month composed of 2 0
working days there would be a total of 15,100 points. The
total factory points scheduled for the month in all classes
was 98,449.2 points. If the frame department foreman has
a point budget of
per point, then his payroll budget for
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the month is $9,844.92. This is his standard payroll for the
month and if met will accomplish a io°fo reduction over past
costs.
9. All the foregoing describes our forecast budget. The actual
results at the end of the month are determined by the number of machines of each class sent to the shipping department. The actual production is listed and converted into
factory points and in turn into payroll money in the same
manner as the forecast budget is derived from the monthly
schedule. Thus, we see that all foremen are interested in
moving finished machines through to completion. If conditions arise during the month which interfere with or warrant
a change in the schedule, then a new schedule sheet is issued
immediately to each foreman and he figures immediately
the changes in his budget and acts accordingly.
io. There are, of course, certain minor adjustments to be made
each month in such a budget plan. It is the purpose of this
paper to describe the basis of the factory payroll budget, i. e.,
the production schedule and the unit of labor measurement,
the factory point. Briefly, we will enumerate some of the
adjustments to show the reader that such exist and can be
met:
a. Supply parts are made in quantities for Canadian and
German plants as well as general use in service and repair
work. Point values are set up for these and included in
the total points credited to the factory at the close of the
month.
b. When peak loads occur in one department the foreman
of that department arranges to borrow help from another
department, and the proper charges and credits are made
in the payroll department showing the transfer of the
labor cost involved.
c. Machines are wholly or partially rebuilt or reconditioned
and proper point allowances are made for such work at
less than standard labor rates
In addition to the foregoing payroll budget for factory departments, the production control division operates a general supply
budget, not including direct materials. The general offices are
under control of a budget similar to that described for factory
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indirect departments and operated from the treasurer's office. Inasmuch as the two budgets are subjects within themselves they
will not be described further here.
Reports are issued at the end of the month to each department
head, see Forms 3 and 4, showing the results of each departmental
budget. The Vice President of Manufacturing and Division Heads
are given reports (Forms i and 2,respectively) summarizing their
divisional budgets. All these reports include the departments operating under either the appropriation budget or the factory point
plan. Monthly reports as to actual results are also given to all concerned in the indirect materials budget.
The author hopes he has shown how a budget simple to operate
has been developed for a highly complicated manufacturing condition. The plant executives are well pleased with the results obtained. The standard cost per factory point has not been met in
every month, yet we feel the actual cost per factory point has been
better controlled than heretofore and has been reduced by a substantial percentage. As has been the experience of many others,
our budget plan has focused attention on otherwise unnoted causes
of increased costs.
FORM NO. 2
Mr. E. E. Storms:
Following is payroll for departments listed, after adjustments
for loaned and borrowed help and Treasurer's roll for week or
p e r i o d o f m o n t h e n d i n g . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 193----The number of factory points for same period as computed from
Final Inspection output was . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Assembly A
.....................
if
B
.....................
C
.....................
D
.....................
F
.....................
G
.....................
H
.....................
.....................
Drill No. 2
Indicator
.....................
Repair S. H.
.....................
TOTAL ASSEMBLY .....................
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Laundry
Repair Students
Repair Supply

.....................
.....................
.....................
Payroll -Cost Division,
Treasurer's Department.
FORM No. 3
Mr. R. F. Whisler :
Below is your payroll after adjustments including Treasurer's
roll, for week or period of month ending .. . .. ... .. .. .. 193•
The number of factory points for same period as computed
fr om F i n a l I n s p e c t i on ou t p u t wa s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Stan dar ds Dept . ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Payroll-Cost Division,
Treasurer's Department.
FoRm No. 4
..................... Department
Pe r i o d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Poi n t s .. .. ... .. .. .. .. ..
(Days)
Estimated Budget . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Actual Budget . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ActualPayroll . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Weekl yGai n . . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . . Loss .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .
Mon t h l yGa in . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . Loss . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .
Remarks:
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